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CHAPTER I
o. OF THE problem
File problem of this thesis was to make a follow-up
study of the students of the X Secretarial School© This
thesis is based upon an actual follow-up study of the
students of a private secretarial school located just
outside of Boston, Massachusetts. it was considered Best
to refer to the institution as the X Secretarial School
throughout this study.
Since business is constantly demanding better pre-
pared workers, this study has for its purpose two definite
objectives
:
1. To determine to what extent the training
received at the X Secretarial School has
aided the students in their employment
since leaving the school.
2. To suggest a revised secretarial course
of study based upon the findings of this
survey, if it seems advisable, to meet the
demands of the business man.
The subordinate problems which arise in the search
for the answer to the major questions are as follows:
1. That type of occupation is the majority of
students engaged in at the present time?
2. From what source do the students receive
their positions after leavin0 the school:
now much time lapses between leaving the
school and initial employment?

24, What percentage of time is spent in taking
dictation, typewriting, and transcribing?
5. What is the average rate and length of the
dictation period?
6* That percentage of time is spent in book-
keeping, filing, and office machine work;
and what specific duties are performed in
these skills?
7. That duties are performed by others in the
office that could be performed by these
students if they had received instruction
in this line?
DELI!hiAT 1 0!T CP TIE PROBLEM
This study was limited to full-time day school
students of the X Secretarial School who studied short-
hand and typewriting for a period of at least eight weeks.
It did not include any night school students or any day-
school students who attendee! for a period of less than
eight weeks. Since this school was started only three
years ago, it was possible to include all the students
who fell into this category of the past three years.
DEFINITION OT TERMS
10 clarify the terms used in the preceding statements
1
I shall define them as they are used in this study.
All terms defined in this study are based on
found in the Dictionary of Ed ac at i g
n
and Webster
Dictionary
, fifth edition.
definitions
s w olie,,lato
i-
,
*
-
)
-
,
oFollow-Up : A follow-up is a plan whereby the s bat us
of the students is investigated in order to assist in
further ad jus tment •
dbudenl : A student is one who attends an educational
institution of secondary level. It refers to a person
engaged in serious study with a specific purpose to achieve
a definite goal. In this study the term includes all those
who studied shorthand and typewriting at day school for
a period of eight weeks or more full-time* Since the school
in question assumes that the student has completed his
academic braining and lacks only the shills that can oe
put bo immediate use in business or in the professional
fields and is designed bo be practical and to meet business
standards with the greatest ease and in the minimum time,
by usino the term st udent rather than graduate
.
many
students could be included who could not have been otherwise*
The term graduate usually implies the receiving of a diploma
or degree--at least some type of formal recognition*
Host of the students in this school concentrate their
efforts on shorthand and typing and but few, comparatively
speaking, (at least up to the present time) undertake a
complete secretarial course, which would include such
subjects n Thgl*s v
,
office machines
,
bookkeeping, and
other stuaios related bo the field of business.
..
.
'
,
Secretarial : This tern refers to that type of school
on the post high school level that offers instruction in
the duties performed by secretaries, duch training
specifically prepares students for stenographic, typewriting,
and clerical office practice positions, although in general
it applies to all types of business, A business college,
as it is sometimes called, is a privately operated educa-
tional institution offering courses varying in length from
a few months to a four-year period in preparation for
technical business occupations#
business : this term refers to a commercial or industrial
enterprise •
hmplooment : This term includes an occupation, pro-
lusion, or trade that engages or occupies time or attention#
Business man : This term relates to a man who transacts
a serious occupation, trade, or profession which requires
energy, time, and thought. In this thesis this term is
used synonymously with employer#
Occupation : An occupation is an economic activity
that is the lifework of an individual#
initial Hr loymcnt : Initial employment xs the state
of being employed immediately after finishing school.
sic he iou i Dictation is the xCu of reading words,
phrases, sentences, or paragraphs to the pupil for the
purpose of providing him wish practice un writing#
,„
-
-
.
-
.
**
n
This term refers to the act or processfrancor loliie, «
of reproducing in longhand, or on the typewriter material
taken from dictation in shorthand.
office kachine honk : This term relates to the course
in the field of business education taught in secondary
schools or colleges which prepares business students in
u iio lii w. u xxoa s and pracorc^s o x Pus j_no o s oxl u . iu iiiciy
include practice in preparing office forms ana operating
off ice machines
•
full -Time ; Tnis term refers to a student carrying
a full normal program*
Day School : This term refers bo a school attended
by the pupils during a part of the da;y
,
as distinguished
from a boarding school where the pupils live throughout
the twenty-four-hour day.
ITight School : This type of institution is a system
of schooling carried on at night, permitting youths or
adults to continue their education.
luff GST Of THIS STUDY
1
From a history of business education we find that
the first private business schools, although they filled
Haynes, B. R* oc Jacks H* I. +-.l~h~rp cf
Education ni the united States
,
monograph 25, 3outh-’."c stern
Publishing Co*
.-
.
.
.
o.
the specific need of givine clerical training bo young
men in order be secure employment, were defective in fc]
thej made little effort to present an understanding of
business as a whole or to offer instruction in the broader
underlying subjects necessary to advance to positions of
responsibility. Originally the private ousiness school
. . as organiz ed to
at the beginning
to Marvin, the se
as follows
:
make a profit for its owner. This was
of the nineteenth century. According
early ousiness schools could be described
The ’’colleges" founded prior to 1860 were
organized to offer a meagre clerical training
to those wishing to enter minor positions as
clerks and bookkeepers. There were no tent-
books, The subject matter was dictated from
the experience of the instructor, and the equip-
ment was usually a single room having a few chairs
and a desk. Only the unusual demand for clerical
training could have held this early work together,
it was so poorly organized and incompletely
presented. If the teacher were well acquainted
with the community and the methods employed in
the several business houses, the work had less
of an experimental character.
More harmful to the cause of the commercial
colleges than the lack of trained instructors,
or of equipment, was the fact that the aims of
business training were too often defeated by too
keen a desire on the part of the management of
the colleges bo ; akc money, x
Since prior bo i860 the private business schools
1
harvin, C, H,
Henry Holt & Co,
w nmerclal Education in Secondary Schools .
H, . , 1982, . • 1C,
''
*
.
.
*
.
„
7.
furnished training that was not obtainable elsewhere, they
grew rapidly from a few students in 1840 to more than
100,000 in 1890. Statistics show us that in 1908-1909
1
there were 574 schools, reporting 146,888 students* Hot
only did the number of students increase, but the quality
of instruction constantly improved.
At present many problems face the private business
school. Since the requirements for office positions are
constantly being up-graded, the elimination of young people
of high school age from enrolling in private business schools
because of the raising of the compulsory school age, the
fact that high schools, junior colleges, and collegiate
institutions are now offering business courses of study,
the business school has had to raise its standards in
order to maintain its own*
Harry 6. Forster states—
The primary function of any private business
school is to secure a sufficient number of stu-
dents each year, to train them, and finally to
place them in satisfactory positions. Upon the
successful correlation of those factors rests
the continued existence of any school engaged
in this task of fitting people for their life’s
work* ^
Statistics and facts aaapted from Joseph F. Johnson,
’’Commercial Education, A Cyclopedia of Education
.
Paul
Monroe, editor (IT. Y. : The Macmillan Co., 1911), II, P, 145.
2
Forster, Harry C. ’’Selecting the Prospect."
of business Yducaslon
,
XIV. January, 1939.
o ournal
*o • •
*
<»
.
. .
.
.
*
,
. .
. -
• •
In a survey made of Have rst raw High School, Havers traw,
' 1
Hew York, it was found that there was a need to determine
how much graduates of commercial departments have accom-
plished with the training that they have secured, ho
commercial graduates receive employment? If they do, of
what type is it?
According to Ruby V. Ferry--
The experience transmitted to the school
by its graduates has moved to extend the service
of the school to its undergraduates by enriching
its program through incorporating needed courses;
by establishing occupational counseling and co-
operative part-time office employment; and by
being the medium through which the carefully
selected equipment for recording a '’sties flow”
in the newly furnished office of ’’The Allen
Mercantile Company” was determined. 2
In his article ’’After Graduation- -'That ?” Ferry also
tells us -
-
The yardstick by which the success of the
work of a business school is measured is the
ability ofcits graduates to secure and retain
placement.
~
The private business school is distinct in that it
has a keen personal interest in the individual student,
its success depending upon the success of its students.
It prepares the student to fill that position for which
Cansler, Russell, IT. ”Y7hat About Our Commercial
Graduates?” Journal of business Education
. January, 1030.
2
Perry, Ruby V. '’After Graduation—What?” Balance
Sheet
.
XVIII. May, 1937, F. 400-4C3.
..
*
:
-
*
*
'
he is best qualified. It is constantly in touch with the
demands of the business world and, therefore, is able to
adjust it so If quickly to these demands. In a business
school a student is able to progress at his own rate.
Both Malott and Lyon point out—
The private business school might well
perform a great service and find its proper
field in supplying an intensive course in the
technical business skill to those who have
secured a broad general foundation in the
public., schools of secondary or even collegiate
level.
-
Lyon says—
As a training-school in the technique of
office practice, where its pupils have had a
proper educational basis, it is doubtful if the
business college has ever been surpassed or
even equaled. If these institutions could be
so regulated that they did not draw to them-
selves a great number of persons at an age
when there is no justification for their
being trained in technique, and if the general
features of building and equipment could be
publicly supervised, it seems that they might
be 3afely trusted with a very large part of the
technical office-work training which is now
done in other institutions.
They have a real place as specialists in
the offering of technical training, and they have
there a large place.
According to John Faithful, a business teacher whose
1
Malott, J. 0. "Commercial Education,” Chapter V.
Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 1522-
153C . Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education
Bulletin, ho. 20. 1931, FP. 31-32.
o2
Lyon, Leverett B. Education for business
.
3rd edition.
1931, PF. 271-2.
.,
;
-
.
.
.
- » * .
10 .
teaching and administrative experience dates back to 1694--
The flamboyant advertising of early business
schools has been succeeded by clear-cut and force-
ful statements of the functions, the methods, and
the content of modern business education. The
bounding stags, the elaborately designed sv/ans,
and the awe-inspiring specimens of flourished
writing have disappeared from their walls. High
standards of scholarship and training have quite
largely supplanted the old ’’shoot ’em through
quick’’ techniques
.
Margaret A. Hickey, principal of Miss Hickey’s Training
School for Secretaries, in St. Louis, Missouri, in a speech
delivered at the state convention of the Missouri Business
Schools Association on December 28, 1943, entitled ’’Private
2
Business Schools in the Postwar World” brought out the
following points: The business schools of tomorrow should
be concerned with the great gaps in American education.
Young people must be bettor prepared to meet their initial
jobs in business and industry. There is a need for work-
ing together. Skill alone does not spell success. Human
relationships are ever important. Miss Hickey states:
i have faith in the validity of our essential
traditions. Mine is the firm conviction that .the
private business school has a definite place in
training young people for responsible vocational
citizenship. I believe that the development of
private business schools has been made possible
by people of vision, high purpose, and ability.
Faithful,
Balance Snoot
,
2
John.
XXV,
’’Then and Mow in Business Education.
Mo. 1 . September, 1943. p. 33 ,
Hickey, Margaret A.
Postwar World.” .balance
’’Private Business Schools in the
Sheet
,
XXVI, Mo. 1. September, 1944.
««
-
*
•
.
v
<
.
n *
"
-
*•
1
.
.
.
11
Bub I must believe with sufficient vigor to lead
others to believe also. Every educator in the
private business school field must take every
opportunity, sometimes make the opportunities,
to bring to the front and into the open the best
features of our contributioi . At the same time,
we must work to correct the less desirable
features wherever they occur* In any educational
program, progress depends upon searching and
merciless critism*
Business schools have the right to be
estimated at their best, not at their worst,
ui-' certainly not b^ _ nnimum ^ u a . . s
.
Undesirable standardization at this juncture
is ciange rous * o us t . .* nen put11c duje h — s edtL—
cation is catching th( Lgh o .uorc progressive
methods, long-known and initiated by better pri-
vate schools, it would be retrogressive for us
to adu ate discarded educational 3ti ight-
jacimss* Tie have a long history o° originality
and initiative. It is important to preserve
our ” independent -mindedne s s . ”
Preserving the integrity of the private
business school is an individual responsibility.
I would oppose any invitation for state regula-
tion* It is the individual duty of each
director to look after his own personal con-
tribution to the whole* President Theodore
Roosevelt many years ago advised the graduates
of a well-known school: ''You must, if you want
to do your part in the world, remember that you
must pull your own weight; until you have pulled
your own weight, you cannot help anyone- else do
so. And then further remember that having pulled
ycur own weight, you must strive to work for the
common good.’' 1
The business school attempts to develop students to
achieve a substantial occupation. Since both the teacher
and employer hope to develop successful and we 11- integrated
xiickey, margareu A*
Postwar V.orla. Balance
'’Private Business Schools in ti
Sheet
,
XXVI, ho. 1* September, 1944*
- •
r
J-o
. „
-
.
—
-
.
.
.
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.
personalities, it is Important for each to understand the
other’s motives. Since the success of our business Orauatos
has been so extensively criticized during the past years,
there is an increasing necessity to have cooperation be-
tween the employer and the teacher. If this cooperation
is carried out, the employees will be both successful in
their duties and we 11 -integrated in their personalities.
In order to determine to just what extent the train-
ing received at this secretarial school has aided the
students in their employment, this follow-up study has
been carried out. The results of this survey will serve
as a basis for a revised secretarial course of study, if
it seems advisable, both to help the past students of the
school to better adjust themselves and also to guide the
present and future ones.
..
-
-
.
-4-<J «
CHAPTEN II
A DIGASx OF so:t: RECENT STUDIES
IN SCHOOL ANT) BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
The most distinctive characteristic and trend in
education since the turn of the century has been the
development of measurement and evaluation as a distinct
science. Measurement and evaluation are broad terms
generally considered when judging the relative effective-
ness of formal training.
The follow-up study implies objective measurement
and evaluation of one's teaching progress and character.
Any follow-up study attempting to measure the ability of
graduates to succeed in the work for which they are pre-
pared is in line with the modern science of education.
Haynes and Jackson tell us that "in order bo build
for the future it is wise to survey the past.
-
' Many
magazine articles and theses have oeen written on the
follow-up of school graduates. In making a careful study
of these papers, however, it was found that the majority
of surveys dealt with high school graduates. Since com-
mercial education in its modern line did not come into
Haynes, B. R. & Jackson, H. P. A Hlstor.y of Business
Education in the United States
, Monograph 25. South-
7/estern Publishing Co. Cincinnati, Ohio, 1035. Introduction.
..
,
14
its own until 1914-15, one of the earliest follow-up studies
was that of Katherine Teresa Goan.
Hiss Goan wrote a thesis on A Hour-Year Follow-Up
Stud}' o^ chc Commercial Girl-Graduates of June, 1927, of
1
the Baltimore Senior High Schools , The problem of this
study was
:
1. To measure the effectiveness of the present
commercial training program in the Baltimore
Senior Schools.
2. To secure the standard of measurement through
a study cf concrete results and reactions
obtained from responses to a questionnaire
indicating: the usefulness or non-usefulness
of the subjects included in the present high
school curriculum*
3. To use this standard of measurement in a
scrutiny of the preparation of a particular
and specific group of graduate entrants into
the business and vocational world.
4. To use the results of the various section
studies as a basis for suggestions as to
changes of enlargements which may be
necessary to provide the training needed
to equip high school commercial graduates
to meet efficiently the present-day require-
ments of the business world*
She evaluated the Baltimore Commercial Curricula,
as exemplified by the Glass of 1927, Baltimore Senior ni6h
Schools, and determined the kind and character of the
changes which the study showed to be needed in the present
1
Goan, K. T. A Four-Year Follow-Up Study of the Commercial
Girl-Graduates of June, 1927, of the Baltimore Senior xil&h
schools
. Ed . K, Thesis, Boston University School cf Education,
1933.
«.
15#
training program. Accumulating data through a study of
the actual experiences of a group, in a four-year follow-
up study of the commercial graduates of the Class of 1927,
Bal' Lmore Senior High Schools, she organised this material
as raco -basis for such changes and improvements as a
study may seem to indicate# Three hundred
graduates were approached# One hundred and thirty-one
responded, which included Eastern, Western, and Forest Park
High Schools#
The writer wished to find the percentage of girls
in the group engaged in occupations in which their high
school majors or minors were of fundamental, little or
no value. She wished to learn if it were necessary to
secure further training in order to fill the first job
satisfactorily. In what respect, if any, did the high
school fail to equip its students for present or former
positions? What kind of positions were being filled by
graduates? What types of work were performed on the
different jobs? How much time was being spent on each
job, what was the principal kind of work performed on
each job, and which jobs were in the nature of promotion?
She wished to determine the relative vocation value of
the subjects in the different commercial courses. Have
the graduates supplemented their high school training by
further education?
,.
c
^
' t'S
.
1G,
Through her findings she learned that though the
program In the high schools regarding commercial education
may be called effectual, there is room for improvement,
for development of strength, and elimination of weakness.
There is a need for revision, addition, and enrichment
of the program as it existed. On the whole, it indicated
fairly successful training for the job. There is a need
for better adapting the school activities to life situa-
tions and social requirements. The upper years of high
school should be enriched with a type of training which
will prepare for life. There should be a better social
understanding of the actual problems and responsibilities
awaiting youth in business.
She suggested a reorganizat ion of commercial curricula
to give more adequate business training. There should
be a definite testing program to enable only those with
high I. Q,. ranQ e to take the stenographic course. There
should be concentration on vocational training. A uni-
versal typewriting course should be introduced. Commercial
students should be trained in office machines. There
should be a supplementary course to fit beginning office
workers. An attempt should be made to limit duties re-
quired, in proportion to classification of jobs. A general
business course should be offered providing practical
business activities. There should be training in
*
17
respons ibility . A course in Business English should be
arranged* There should bo a broadening of regular courses.
Stenography should be deferred until grade 11. Graduates
should be encouraged to do further supplementary training
for advancement in their positions. There should be a
closer inspection of courses taken by commercial students,,
in order to see that such courses include material better
meeting conditions required for higher education*
Another interesting investigation vas made by Chandler
in 1310 on the subject A follow-lip Stud., of the business
Administration Graduates of Blank College * in his thesis
he attempted to discover the answer to the following
question: Is the training program of the Business
Administration Department of Blank College an adequate
means of preparation for the initial posit; ions which
graduates secure? (This thesis was based upon an actual
follow-up study of the graduates of the Business Administra-
tion Department of a private business school located in
Boston, Massachusetts# The school did not wish its name
to appear in the study; consequently, the institution was
referred to as "Blank College" throughout the study*)
He examined the kinds of business which offered initial
Chandler, B. A, 3 m k. .. 3": f_w .qs Inc
Ad indatratlo Gi iduatea -ul-,..k ~ . Ed. LI, Thesis,
.
- A ' cm i vers it 5 School of Ed neat ’ . 1940,
..
.
.
*
• ©
employment to Bla College gi - 3 • groups of
graduates were selected: Group I consisted of the classes
of 1929, 1930,, and 1931; Group If consisted of the Glasses
of 1937, 1936, and 1939. The two groups were contrasted
to find the marked difference in the kind of location and
size of the firms employing Blank College graduates. He
wanted to find out if the graduates of ten years ago
secured essentially the same kind of initial positions
as those obtained by graduates today. Is there any change
in the beginning salary scale t 'That has been the experi-
ence of the graduates concerning the necessity for
additional training;
A cruestionnaire was first sent to two graduates from
each class. !7ine out of twelve were ret ... i d. Tb a
revised questionnaire and a letter of transmittal was
mailed to all graduates in both groups. Out of 385
graduates there were 356 questionnaires sent, and 182
replies were received. Seventeen personal interviews were
given to check the validity of replies. One ...onth after
the original questionnaire was sent a follow-up question-
naire was mailed to those who had- not returned the blank.
From Lis findings he concluded that the types of
Businesses offering initial employment were manufacturi .0 ,
financial, public utility, construction and building firms.
Tiie„ employed 64.48 'j of Group I and 48.11/i> of Group II.

sX‘ OOClS u UX 13
^
c LI o uUlOt X "V C
,
^'O u^li. 3 t» 0 r0 o
,
X Uo w
, 6 j q 1 1-iJ.ii^
and ..iscellaneous employed 30.26^ of Group I and 1C.12,*
cf Group II, The majority of firms offering; initial em-
ployment wore in Llassachusetts, Both groups had a majority
working in large organizatic :>f $500,000 capital or over.
There mere relatively more men in Group II working for
small companies. Clerical work was the major initial
employment. The salary scale was in agreement with pre-
vailing practice. There was a gradual reduction in
beginning salary scale. Present salaries reflect sub-
stantial increases. The positive reasons for leaving
initial jobs were for more responsibility, better chance
of advancement
,
better working conditions, and increase
of salary. The negative reasons given were because the
firm went out of business or the job was discontinued.
Accounting, typing, correspondence, English, and sales-
manship were considered important in training for clerical
positions; while economics, business law, corporation
finance, and marketing were considered most valuable fer
=ral business understanding. It was f und that nj
of Group I took courses in order to progress on the job;
while many of Group II took courses for a degree eventually,
Tnere was an adequate means of preparation for initial
contact job. There was attention to problem, methods,
and procedure involved in service organization. Clerical

occupations were important as a source of initial contact
job.
He suggested that there should be a study of poten-
tial work opportunities in Bos,ton for future graduates.
The curriculum should be examined for presence or absence
of adequate means of building necessary personality traits
It should be found out if graduates find difficulty in
securing business employment. it should be determined
whether or not the training program of the business ad-
ministration department of Blank College is an adequate
means of preparation for promotional opportunities 'which
arise. It should be discovered why some courses in the
curriculum are of no apparent value. There should be
additional training beyond graduation if it will result
in any material advantage to the trainee.
In 1942 Ilurdock in A follow- Jp Study cf T'..o Croups
1
of Graduates of Hilton High School surveyed certain classe
of Hilton High School graduates in order to determine
whether or not the curriculum was meeting the needs of
its graduates. There were several subordinate or specific
problems: What becomes of the graduates? Ho they attend
other educational institutions? If so, do they feel that
they have been well prepared? Ho the majority of the
IHurdock, II. ?i. A follow-up Study of Two Groups of
, Tuotcs of Hilton Higj School . Ed.IvI. Thesis, Boston
Universib„ School of Education, 1942.
'.
-
.
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graduates go immediately to work? If so, what kind of
work do they do? Have they been well prepared for entrance
to their jobs? Where are the graduates located? Do the
majority attend schools or find positions in or near
Milton and Boston, or do they have to go far from home?
Are the graduates of the last two years attending similar
schools or finding similar initial employment ,o those
of nine and ten years ago?
Two representative groups were chosen and a study
and comparison made of them. Since the classes of ISd^.
and 1932 had been out of high school for ten and nine
years respectively, they were selected as Group I. They
were depression year classes, for Group II the Classes
of 1939 and 1240 were chosen. They had been out of school
for one and two years. They would be just getting started
in the business world, whereas the others would be well
established.
The questionnaire technique was used along with per-
sonal and telephone interviews. A preliminary quest i maire
was prepared and sent to twelve persons, three members
of each of the four classes. These people were well known
to the writer, and the response was expeebed to he good.
They were asked to comment upon the questionnaire. Ten
of the questionnaires ./ere returned. Then the revised
..
*
*
•
.
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questionnaire and a letter approved and signed by the
Superintendent of Schools were mailed, accompanied by a
stamped return envelope, to S37 0raduates. Twenty-seven
per cent of the questionnaires were returned. Three weeks
later a penny postcard was sent to those not having tele-
phones or those living some distance. Others were called
or visited personally. The response was increased to
forty-- one per cent.
The majority of Milton High School graduates felt
it necessary to have additional training after high school.
The traditional colleges and universities appealed to both
groups. The greatest number of graduates selected New
England institutions, Boston, itself, having the highest
number. Group II has added more technical schools, trade
schools, business machine schools, drafting, commercial
art, and engineering schools, in addition to the colleges
and business schools attended by Group I.
Although a great variety of business firms, professions,
trades, and industries employed the graduates, a few busi-
nesses such as insurance, manufacturing, educational
institutions, and retail stores predominated. Graduates
in Group I and Group II obtained positions in similar
types of businesses. The insurance offices employed many
girls of both groups and comparatively few boys. There
was an increase in the number of boys and girls employed
..
.
'
.
*
' s
(-jO i
in the machinery manufacturing concerns due to the defense
building program, ho members of Group I entered the trades,
but there were three from Group II. Group II showed a
tendency to enter the retail selling occupations to a
greater degree than Group I. The same number of boys and
girls chose the selling field. Of the graduates entering
the professions, as their life work the majority selected
education in some form.
Milton High School 0raduates obtained work in Hew
filmland, especially in and around host on* for the most
part the initial positions appeared satisfactory, inasmuch
as many of Group I and Group II were still employed in
their original positions at the time the survey was made.
The general background subjects that had been offered
at the high school received a significant number of votes
as bein0 both directly and indirectly beneficial from the
College Preparatory groups and the business Preparatory
groups. It was apparent that all the subjects offered,
with the possible exception of Freehand Drawing and Painting,
had a place in the training of students.
Those who answered the questionnaire were very eager
to offer suggestions that they felt mi 0ht benefit future
classes at Hilton High School.
Although a course in occupations is 0iven in uhe
junior high school, the number of requests for 3uch a
..
-
»
'
.
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course makes it appear either that the junior high school
student does not retain or comprehend enough of the facts,
or that another course, pe ' ps in the eleven-' :r J ' ~
3, ild supplement the junior high course.
The possibility and feasability of offering a course
in vocational guidance which would include units on occu-
pation.
,
interview technique, and the psychology of
busines i,i the senior i c.h school should be investigated
he: . There shoulc" be. a more intensive study of English
erciaH tud ts
,
tl Lbilit} P in-
serting ore classics into the college preparatory English
courses, and the addition of grammar in the junior and
senioi years* The possibility of allowing senior steno-
graphy students to take the course in office practice
should also be looked into. There should be a study of
i
the Dossibilit, of offerin': a course in selling to girls
as v;eli as bo; The commercial English course should
be revised to give more drill in letter writin0 and the
f undame nt als of expression. The mathematical needs of
business graduates should be surveyed and the present
commercial mathematics course revised to meet the results.
A course in mathematics should, also be added to train
students for the trades* There should be a study of the
manual training curses and a survey of the needs of the
graduates in trades in order to ascertain the practicabilit;
—
of adding. an automotive course in a public high school
like hilt on*
There have been several other studies written on
follov;-up ' s
,
such as Fraser’s A Follow-up of 2-Ton- Coliege
do in,-, Graduates of Commercial, Genera'1 , and College
Preja ator^_Gu La in Two Jersey ^-jl,T Ichool^ ,
T rani.;
r
1
s A - ollcw-bp Stud;; of Commercial Graduates ,
Trickey's n Follow- Gp Study of All High School Graduates
of Oskaloosa, Iowa, for a Period of r'ive Tears , and the
4;
Survey of Denver’s high School Graduates , but to mention
a few.
The ousiness teacher should seek to establish business
standards in teaohi g* ] s] aid be a greater interest
and knowledge in actual business requirements. There
should be closer cooperation between employers and business
teachers. There should bo an exchange of ideas and
Fraser, Thomas A, A Follow-Up of Non- College Going
^ ~ ^
^ >w-. '
_T
,
,w g ; ",
-
' '
.oil, 7 • - ~ „ g
Curricula in Two Jersey City High Schools * unpub 1 1 shed
"''tor's Thesis. New York University, 1939*
O
Cj
Traxler, Bina hae. A Follow
lonograph 13 . C inc innat i
:
iBIL g
* C omi c rc 1 al druc. t c s .
Co. ,1930.oout h-’Ve s t ern Publ i s hing
Trie] :
. ,
Me le G* A kollo^-up of All .1 Sc ] 1
ad oates of Oskaloosa, n-;, . w .. i w. ' " _._i ;__i_ _ _ _•
Unpublished M at ?'
s
Thesis. I bate 0 I rsity, 1931*
4
University of Denver Bureau of business and Social
research. Survey of Denver's njfth School Graduates .
Denver, 193 S.
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information. A constant effort should be made to raise
standards of schools of business education to requirements
i
of business offices. There is a lack of cooperation be-
bween sducat and businessmen# Educators are apt to
be theoretical, while businessmen are practical. The
teacher feels that the school is setting the standards
for business offices, while the business men feel, as they
should, that business, itself, is the standard to be met.
The results of survey findings should be used to
adapt the business curriculum to the needs of the com-
munity. Recommendations should be given as to changes
in curriculum and equipment. The information received
should aid in guiding students into fields of work suited
to their special aptitudes or. abilities and also into areas
in which there would be a need for their services. A
curriculum should be designed to meet these needs. The
results of the survey should ue helpful in planning a
proper program to train the students in the various needed
subjects of business and social-business, ^rom the survey
could be fcund whatever is necessary in a particular eom-
1
munifcy. Such a survey was made by Hiss Carlson in 194G.
_
Carlson, 1. A. Reactions of Selected (GO; business
hen Relative to the ^mployablllt;; of hi ;h School business
Course G-rad^ . ' ~ . Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis. Boston
University School of Education, 1946.
*'
.
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3he wrote a thesis on the reactions of selected
"business men relative to the employability of nigli school
business course graduates. Her problem was to discover
the reactions which a selected group of business men
possessed relative to the employability of high school
business course graduates.
The study was limited to the employability of high
school business graduates in stenographic and clerical
positions throughout the United States. Personal inter-
views were held with twenty representative employers to
determine business requirements in the local Boston-
horcester area, first-hand information was obtained from
observing the work carried on in the stenographic and
filing departments, the Office Manager’s office, and in
a few instances, in the accounting and transcribing de-
partments. A questionnaire-letter was sent to forty-three
representative business firms in various sections of the
United States. An attempt " ras made to reach both large
and small representative firms throughout the United States,
from Massachusetts to California, and from Michigan to
Alabama. The number of office employees ranged from two
employees in the smallest office to fourteen thousand in
the largest companies. Those included may be classified
as follows: Manufacturing; Wholesale and Retail Trade;
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate; Transportati
,
..
•
2b*
Communicat ion, and other Dublic Utilities; and Services.
In addition to the firms already mentioned, information
was received from the U. S. Department of Education.
from her findings she concluded that business men
in general are willing and eager to cooperate with the
high schools in the business training of the students.
There is complete agreement among business men as to the
necessity for the school to develop well-integrated per-
sonalities as well as job competencies in their studies.
Business manners or deportment were given first place in
this need for personality development; the most outstand-
ing traits to be developed are listed in the order of their
importance, as summarized from replies given by these
business men;
a. Sense of responsibility
b. Courtesy
c. Office manners
d. Attitude toward work
e. Less confidence in their own importance
f* A greater desire to work and earn advancement*
A better system of selection must be devised in the high
school business course to prevent the generally admitted
twenty-five per cent mortality in shorthand alone. There
was general unanimous agreement that schools are success-
fully developing speed proficiency in business subjects,
but accuracy and neatness should bo prime objectives.
The teacher’s personality and competency are all important
in developing proper business attitudes; therefore, teachers
..
in their
29.
should seek to establish business standards
teaching in so far as possible.
Mrs. Carlson suggested that there be a nore careful
selection of students for the business course. The pro-
gressive teacher should elan work in terms of units of
pupil growth, instead of in subjects and ground to be
covered. Integrate and unify business courses into office
experience, and delay until the last two years specialized
vocational training. There should be in-service trailing
for teachers to keep in touch with constantly changing
requirements of business. There should be a closer co-
operation with business. Modify the business curriculum
to meet local business requirements. There should be
more thorough guidance and follow-up for the business
course student. There should be cooperative part-time
education and in-service training for employees.
1
In ferry’s article ’’After Graduation ’That?” cumula-
tive follow-up studies of 1100 Allen High School graduates
were made. Eighty per cent of the recipients made returns.
There was a close teacher-student relationship. In this
follow-up study data were collected about the type of work
demanded by positions to which young clerical workers are
called. t served the dual purpose of checking the success
Perry, R. V.
- Ill* May, 1S37.
TTAf ter
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of Allen graduates as well.
They sought to find the length of time that graduates
lose through unemployment before initial placement, the
type of work their experienced graduates do on their first
jobs, whether or not skills necessary for first positions
are learned in school or on the job, if the degree of
skill obtained in school is commensurate with the needs
of the first jobs, whether or not present follow-up of
Allen’s 1100 graduates indicated that after graduation
the Allen-trained four-year graduate does secure employ-
ment, and what salary increases are evidenced from year
to year.
That the training is valuable in proportion to the
amount received is shown by the fact that four-year trained
cc..imercial high school students are more in demand and
i ore stable in positions obtained than students with
cultural academic background upon which an intensive but
ecessarily sketchy cotfonercial trainin0 has been pyramided.
Cansler ' cl"* s us in his article "’That About Cur
-i
Commercial Graduates 5" that there is a need to find out
-hat graduates of commercial departments have accomplished
with the training that they have secured. Are they getting
-
Cansler, h. IT. "What About Cur Commercial Graduates?"
h-
-rnal of Business
~rn
-., bi
,
XIV, Jai uary, 1939. PP, 9-10,
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Havers t raw, He York, the Class of 193?. The 31 wished
find out if the commercial graduates v/ere getting employ-
ment and, if so, of what type; What happens to the general
curriculum graduates? Do the college preparatory curriculum
and general curriculum graduates secure work? If 00
,
what
lino of work do they follow; Do the graduates continue
their education in higher institutions of learning? If
so, what type of school do they attend?
Personal contact was made with ninety-five graduates.
A large per cent found Jobs or continued studies in insti-
tutions of higher learning. The commercial graduates
showed the greatest percentage of employment.
n follow-up study or the 193b 0raduates of newton
1
High School, Newt on, New Jersey, was made oy John kitehe11
for the purpose cf finding out to what extent commercial
education is vocational in the town of Newton and in the
unding bus —x.css community, town nas a ,j emula-
tion of SCCC and is sixty-two miles from He York City.
The largest industrial pi 1 factures rayon goods and
smploys several hundred workers. There are numerous small
of v 1
Mitchell, John# Tf A hollow -Up Study of the 1936 Graduates
h -"w 1 - f Busing ~ ~ Educatj . Dece her, 1937. if. 17-18.
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plants. About sixty per cent of the G50 high school
students live outside Eev/ton.
A i ity of the students were interviewed pers cnally
at their offices. Othe ^ ailed the5 epli - in. Fifty-
s ight
_
3 ? cent nave been or are employed at office work
for which they were formally trained. Twenty-five per
cent of the graduates ussu considerable boohneeping.
Every office worker used typing to some extent. Thirty-
seven and two tenths per cent of the college preparatory
group have entered college, hone have attended business
schools, rive per cent of the whole class is unemployed.
In the general course about eighteen per cent were attending
co lie ge
.
In the article ’fAn Effect; ive Placement and Follow-Up
1
Eepartiaent
’
T hiss Eeagan states that you often hear the
complaint that high schools are not giving adequate train-
to their students and the students are not
_
ed
when leaving. Employers ask— "Why did those young people
attend high school at all?” An attempt ;«as made to revise
the commercial program of the Nortl High School,
Uniontown, Pennsylvania, so that the 0raduates would be
—.o re adequately prepared go compe Gw xi_ bn - busxn irox — «.•
Re gai
,
. ar^ ’ a . nA Effective Placement and Folic
bp -x-^e pertinent . cx*iC s —• s. j. ^ ^ ^ xix
^
j. « o • t.

wo*
Cou 9 &dd6(i i - o ^ .> . oasmess lli— n •
" j
.
~
-*• w ^ j e ar s ago t he y s barbed j o heap an ad quat e c he c
h
on the commercial students bj having, a j. tie cart gOi c tu-
ient . * o nsonai ura-us were i a s teu — w — —a as 2 mp stenc ... ^ .
. j j .as hed oa 6 s b a^l—u —h a. pXac 6]n€ — b — c^. - . • ^>ii€
first problem was to plan a commercial information ques-
tionnaire to be sent to all graduates of the past four
ars. i included the name of the student, hi ddre -
,
phone
,
pi 3sent employer, whether or not he was satisfied
the position, the type - £“ position interested in and
the salary exp cted. Fhe response . - gratfying.
student response was enthusiastic. 3fc its ... de pe sc lal
visits
.
The information was tabulated on manila folders and
checked with the file cards. Theg found that some of the
graduates working in office- we re doing inferior work but
would, probably make outstanding sales people. There were
four parts to the graduate file--
1. Those who have positions and are oatisf'ied with
them.
2. Those working and dissatisfied.
3. Those not vorkin .
4. j. j.*o Ocb ac, L,eno.mg colleges
,
.U— - sos u r aai-in^
,
0
r
trade schools.
They also learned ./hat subjects were meet liked bg the
graduates of the last four years. Employers v:ere contacted
«.
o
»
»
.
.
.
.
sto find out i
Business men
either high,
bility, initi
personality
,
deficiencies,
were sent, and
o >* -j-'noyoi o •
f the students measured, up bo standards.
wore ash°d bo rate the following characteristics
medium, or low: efficiency, courtesy, dependa-
nt ive
,
app earan&e
,
hone sty, cooperation.
and loyal b ^
.
They were al s o asked to name
One hundred and fifty-f ive que s t i onnaires
one hundred and twelve e received from
he results were divided into CWo o C u j_C JmLC •
1. those engaged in sales work.
2. rho3e 3 gag d in office . -1..
They were rated high in loyalty. honesty, dependability.
and courtesy. The office group ..ere found so be more
eouri ou
,
depend.;ulr, . x.pl. Fhey are trying tc find
ways bo overcome difficulties that graduates have in posi-
tions. Employees should take more interest in their work.
Business men should lecture and talk to the classes.
Only through - tinued cooperation between the school
and business will we be able to send so business commercial
graduates with fine personal and efficient work habits.
A good public gelations program is established through
a s trong placemens anc. xollow—up service. x.hj.s service
will bridge the gap that exists between educators and
xnploye rs
.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED IN GATHERING DATA
To understand more readily the procedure used in this
follow-up study, it will be helpful to explain the type
of school in question* This secretarial school is unique
in that it trains students on somewhat of a tutorial basis*
The classes are very small. In shorthand they range from
one to twelve students, the avera0e class containing six#
A large percentage of our students are college graduates
or people with high I. Q. ’s; and because of this individual
instruction, the majority are able within a period of
eight weeks to attain at least a rate of sixty words a
minute for a five-minute dictation period. In typewriting
the classes range from two to twenty students, the average
class containing about sight* In eight weeks in typewrit-
ing the majority are able to attain a speed of thirty-five
words a minute or more in a five-minute timed-writing*
Concentration is on the skill subjects, shorthand
and typewriting, since the students wish those subjects
in order to take their place in business. A course in
business English is also given about every three months
for a period of eight weeks* It was the purpose of this
thesis, however, to determine if these skill subjects
<
alone are adequate in meeting business lei *
.*
.
.
.
. .
-
,
1
.
.
in order to obtain first-hand information on this
follow-up study, data were obtained in the following i me .
1. A letter (see page 37) and questionnaire (see
pages 3d-39; were sent to forty-three full-time
day school students of the school who attended
for a period of eight weeks and studied both
shorthand and typewriting.
2. A follow-up was made on the questionnaires
sent out but not returned by telephone calls
to twenty-six students.
3. A follow-up was made on the questionnaires
sent out but not returned by personal visits
to nine students.
It was first necessary to examine four hundred cards
representing all the students, both day school and night
school, that had ever attended the X secretarial School.
In order to establish some basis to determine whether or
not the school was meeting the needs of its students in
the business world, it was decidea to question only those
students who Lad attended day school for a period of at
least eight weeks full-time and studied both shorthand
and typewriting. The day school cards were separated
from the night school cards. Upon examining the day school
cards it was found that many of the students had studied
only one subject --either shorthand or typewriting or that
they had studied for only a part of the day. Since it
is not probable that a person will reach an employable
rate in stenographic skills in a period of less than eight
weeks
,
these cards were eliminated The oasis of the choice
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X X mill
Juno CO, 1C47
Do ar ...id: -lank.
At present 1 am teaching at the X Secretarial School
§nd am studying for my
my master's
Sd . I"
.
at ^oston univers. JL . . For
thesis I am making a follow-up stud„. of
full-time students of the school who studied shorthand
and typewriting for a period of eight weeks or more.
in order to complete tl is urvey successfully, however,
I need your cooperation. I should greatly appreciate it
if you would he kind enough to answer the enclosed question-
naire and return it within a day or two. if it is difficult
to answer some of the questions, just estimate to the best
of your ability, feel free to enlarge upon any of the
questions if more space is needed. You may write on the
back for this purpose.
From my findings I hope to determine to what extent
the training received at the school nas aided you in your
employment since that time. If it proves advisable, I
shall suggest a revised course of study based upon the
findings c -0 this survey to aid present and future students
as well as you in meeting the demands of the business man.
Xo signature is necessary on the enclosed question-
naire, and no names will be brought into the study. A
stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your
convenience.
Gratefully yours.
M. Jacqueline Camera (Cignedy
mj c
^uest ionnairo
Envelope
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it o: ’IOH (Check)
a.
b.
c
.
d.
h.
i.
Student
lie ’
e
Clerk
1*
,/ p is t
Co ‘ . : _ra. ker
Eookke 3 per
Machine Operator
Executive Position
Other hype or Combination
Specify
p G C 3.1 j
Specify]
2. EOL YOU 03TAINED your first position after leavin^
School
the k Secretarial
C. LENGTH OF TIME that lapsed between leaving the school
(State how long to nearest veek or month)
REASON FOR INTERIM, if any
and your first position
1. ALL POSITIONS HOLD since leaving the X Secretarial School
as in first question)
(List occupation
Employer 1 s
;
-
; Aulyss
mates of Hours
Employment Occupation r E'k Fay Specific Duties
Reasons
for Leaving
5. rprp • mnTW ‘DT?T? “rrvrTl nrvCJT HT/1 rrul<vsrA±i.L/.Ll\ u JTxi
—
it-* mi» j. i UoJLi. -LUiJ
a n \r*ip r\TTi n TT T? C!V
xxm x x\\j—
. X aLzCuj Uf x. —
.
Estimate from Of5 to lOOfj
'T IN TAXING DICTATION
a. Over the telephone
b. Standing up
c. On your knee
do Other unusual dictation situations Specify
AVERAGE RATE CF
or under_8Q w.p.m.
_
IOC
AVERAGE LENGTH
B. PERCENTAGE OF E
DICTATION given in your office (Check nearest
)
w.p.m.
_
120 w.p.m.
_
1-1-0 w.p.m. State other
OF DICTATION INTERVAL (Fill in) minutes
USE SPENT IN TYPING
CO w.p.m.
rates
a. From rough draft copy
b. Form letters
c. From dictator's notes
d. Letters composed at typewriter
e. mirect from dictator to typewriter
f. Stencils
'.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
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(Page 2)
O • . . 1 L.i-^ »j .. _j 1 JX' Ii'j -lj00 1-JL J«j*ping
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- ^ li J. sJ 71^3 P-EFC .:“3D in .oo ‘--like© pin
_
(State)
n A
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_ J.LO-.I - . -U TIME SPENT ixi PILING
TYPE of filing used (Check)
a. Alphabetic
b. Numeric
c. geographic
d. Automatic
e. Subject
f. Soundex
g.
Other type or combination Specify
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES PERFORMED in filing (3tat.e)
C
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a . PhipHeating wo rk List specific mad! ines used
b. Transcribing Machine work
c. Calculating Machine work
d. Other type
OF TIM] CTHTP. IVCMII
.
Mix S 3 'h DRMED BY OTHERS in your office that could be perfon ed bj you
you received instruction in this line (Specify)
7. INSTRUCTION YOU BELIEVE WOULD HAVE: HELPED YOU IN YOUR WORK if you could have
received it in school (Specify)
8* ANY FU ETHER BUSH ESS INSTRUCTION TAKEN since leaving the school (Specif} )
« r ~ ^
,
nri'n ~ s*r
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seemed the most advisable way to select the students and
\
also the best basis on which to judge the work cf the
school.
hr ora the Tour hundred cards examined it was found
that only forty-three students fell into this category.
It was considered better to choose these forty-three stu-
dents than to cake a random sampling of fifty i25/o of the
total} and have no definite basis upon which to judge the
results. Of the forty-three considered (thirty-nine girls
and four boys)--
22 lived in Cambridge
5 Belmont
4 Arlington
Boston
Broct on
Dorchester
Medford
Quincy
Dos 1 indale
Watertown
JL
n1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
‘hollas t on
Mew fork City
liartford, C onn c c 1 1o u
t
Concord, New Hampshi: *
Letters of introduction explaining the purpose cf
the survey and questionnaires were mimeographed and given
to each member of a Seminar class of fifteen at ^cston
University School of Lducation. Cn the basis of suggestions
and critisms given by the members of the class a revised
two-page questionnaire was prepared. On Dune 20 letter
of transmittal, (see page 07/ the revised questionnaire.
a'
-
.
self-addressed envelope(see pages 38-39) and a stamped,
were mailed to the forty-three students of the X Secretaria
School.
The letter stated the purpose of the survey and ex-
plained the questionnaire. The students were ashed to
reply within a day or two. In most cases it was expected
that this would be possible because when the questionnaire
was ^iven to the -seminar Class, it took only live minutes
to be filled out. ho signature was necessary on the
questionnaire. By this method a better response was ex-
pected, and it was thought that a truer picture of the
situation would be given, however, for purposes of follow-
up it was necessary to code the quest ionnaires on the back
by numbers corresponding to the names to whom the blanks
were sent. Those who did not return the questionnaire
within a week were contacted, by telephone, and some of
the students gave their answers at that time. Those that
could not be reached by phone were visited personally.
In making these contacts it was learned that some of the
students had moved to various parts of the country and
that their families had forwarded the questionnaires to
them, for three of the students no forwarding addresses
could be found.
Bach student was asked to check his present occupation
In this way it could be ascertained whether or not the
t*
—
.
.
1
.
,
.
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person was employed at the present time. It was interesting
to note that a few of the students were not engaged in
the business field, in spite of the fact that they had
been prepared in this line# A number cf students were
attending colle 0e or were married and not woking in busi-
ness offices.
Also of interest -was the way in which the student
obtained his first position after leaving the X Secretarial
School, ’'any had received their positions through college
employment bureaus, from the answers to this question
it could be seen whether or not the placement service of
the Secretarial School was functioning or even necessary,
fid the student receive empl immediately after leav-
ing the school, or did some time lapse? ’That was the reason
for the Interim? If the student was properly prepared,
he should be able to obtain a position almost immediately
if he so desired.
In order to know what types of positions and what
specific things to prepare a student for, they were asked
to list their employer's name and address, occupation,
and specific duties. Ihey were also asked to give the
dates of employment, the hours worked per week, their pay
grade, and the reasons for leaving a job. The response
to the question on pay was not too good; however, prevailing
wages could be noted. From the lisfcin0s of specific duties
[
J
I
.
.
*
.
it could be determined what duties to prepare our students
for specifically, in case these needs weren*t already be-
in,, met. By listing reasons for leaving positions the
difficulties the students were having in their work could
be eliminated.
Since this school spends the greater part of its time
in the teaching of shorthand and typewriting, it was well
to find out if the students were taking positions in which
they should know bookkeeping and office machine work.
If so, it would prove advisable to train the students along
these lines, or at least give them an acquaintanceship
course in this work, for this reason they were asked to
estimate to the best of their ability the percentage of
time spent in various duties, such as taking dictation,
typing, bookkeeping, filing, office machine work, or any
other type of work that' they encountered. These duties
were broken down and included such items as telephone
dictation, taking dictation standing up, typin0 stencils,
typing directly from the dictator, and composition of
letters at the typewriter.
The students in question are prepared to take dictatio.
at 120 words a minute for a period of five minutes. Tome-
times, however, it is necessary Tor a student to oe able
to take dictation at 150 words a minute or faster for a
short time, such as one -half minute. Therefore, the
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students were asked to state the average rate of dictation
given in their office and the average len tl F the dicta-
tion interval.
In order to determine whether or not a bookkeeping course
should he offered to the students and, if sc, what should
he included in such a course, the students were asked to
state specific duties performed in hookkeeping. Practically
anyone can file alphabetically with little or no effort,
out often other types of filing, such as numeric, geogra-
phic, automatic, subject, or soundex present a problem#
Fhe "..ere, the students were asked to state the types of
filing used * 3 specific a t3 ities pe formed#
To determine whether or not it would he advisable
to offer a course In office practice and to know what to
include in this type of course, the students were asked
to specify the machines used in their work#
here there any duties being performed bp others in
the office that could be performed by the students if t hep-
had received instruction in this line# In this way it
could be determined whether or not the training was negli-
gent. They were also asked to state any instruction that
they believed would have helped them in their work if they
could have received it in school# They were asked to list
aj 3 further business instruction taken since leaving the
school# -re,,, this ould be determined whether or not this
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school was neetin^ their needs.
Perhaps bhe most interesting and most advantageous
question of all was the one in which students were asked
for their suggestions to help present students. There
were some very helpful responses received to this question.
The students that were able to be contacted showed
great interest and enthusiasm in this study. The
3
eager to answer the questionnaire to the best of their
ability and to make any suggestions that they could.
*
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,
into consideration any person who had ever v; orked after
leaving the X Secretarial School and. tl e sthed b„ -..Lien
ini cial employment v/as secured.
As has been stated before
,
the majority of students
questioned in this survey were college gradu t .. . II I
little' wonder, then, that 23.9 per cent of the positions
were obtained through college placement bureaus. Since
only 7.4 per cent of the students were placed through the
X Secretarial School, It is assumed that the placement
service of this school is not particularly active.
It is interesting to note that 14.6 per cent of the
employees received their positions through friends who
knew of vacancies' or people whom they knew in the respective
companies, while the same percentage received tk h posi-
tions by applying to different employers and having interviews.
Only 11.1 per cent stated that they had received employ-
ment on their ovra, .which was assumed tc mean wit! cut bh€
help of a college placement bu.
-
u, friend, prj age y,
or
1 X Secretarial School, althougl s m
secured the help of an agency in finding employment, while
the same percentage received their positions through
newspaper advert Isement s
•
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*
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°
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the time she had left school and initial employment had
s
been ill and had worked part-time during this interval*
She didn't consider her first part-time job, but rather
only her first permanent position when answering the
question at issue. Two people were in college, thus the
reason for the period of one and one-half years and ten
months. The person who had reported a period of seven
month's interim had taken the summer off and spent the
rest of the time on vacation. Illness had caused one
person a loss of three months before being employed. One
person stated that she was working elsewhere and in her
answer evidently didn't consider that position as initial
employment. Only one person replied that she was job
hunting as reason for the interim.
From the listing of establishments employing the
students of the X Secretarial School it is interesting
to note that the majority of the people reporting were
employed in Boston, while the next greatest number were
employed in Cambridge. This is not surprising since the
majority of people lived in Cambridge. Two people worked
in California and 3 were employed by the government.
Harvard University employed 4 people and Hassachusetts
Institute Technology, 3. 'Two people were employed by 2
.boston Insurance Companies. (See Appendix A for complete
list of the establishments employing the students.
)
„»
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From the listings of the dates of employment could
be seen the length of time a person worked in a particular
position. As a matter of fact most people listed the
length of time rather than giving specific dates, in 3ome
instances this was not too accurate, however, because a
person might state a certain number of months and mean
that he had worked that length of time up to the present.
However from the listings it could be seen that the
shortest time anyone ’worked was one month and the longest
time, four years and two months. The median (the point
at which there are just as many items before as after)
time was five months. The majority of people had been
employed for a period of five months or more. In many
cases the reasons for the short length of time of employ-
ment was because the people were working in temporary
pcs it ions
•
Three people stated that they left their positions
because they held wartime jobs. Two people left their
employment to accept better jobs. One person who held
a temporary position left to take a permanent position.
One left because of unfavorable surroundings, and another
because of lack of opportunity for advancement. One left
to be married, and another to go to college. Only 1 person
stated that she was laid off, and that was because the
company had shut down
..
.
.
.
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Present occupations 1 ve been listed in Table n.
Others reported by those who were not working at present
but had been employed at some time included: assistant
production manager; receptionist; personnel asviatr t;
assistant to professor; staff secretary; and special work.
Special work was not explained because it was government
work for the Signal Corps and secret in nature.
Many of the duties encountered in the various occu-
pations re as follows: filing, typing, keeping books,
taking dictation, making out reports, keeping payroll
accounts, doing research, managing an export department,
answering the phone, handling; petty cash, translating,
typing record cash certificates, and acting as a re-
ceptionist. Some of the people stated that their duties
were so varied that it would he Impossible to list them all.
The hours worked per week varied from twenty to f'ift ^
.
The majority of people reporting stated that their wee
k
consisted of 40 hours. Fifty-four per cent reported this
figure, which is the general number of hours people work
m busme s s
.
As was expected, a number of people declined to state
their pay grade. Twelve were in this category. Fron those
replies that were received to this question, however, it
can be seen that the majority of people received ,'35 a
week for their services. This figure is the prevailing
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Although the length of the dictation interval ranged
from 15 seconds to 1 hour, 16.75 per cent of the people
took a ic tat ion for 30 minutes at a time. This is approxi-
mately one -fifth of the total number. 'Tot quite one-half
or 1-3.75 per cent took dictation for a period of lu to
50 minutes. Only one person took dictation for a period
of less than one minute, and only two for a period of
more than 30 minutes.
It is believed that the importance of the per cent
of people performing a specific activity in a skill sub-
ject and the total percentage of time spent in that
subject surpasses the importance of knowing exactly just
what percentage of the total time is spent on a specific
activity. This is based on the idea that whether a person
spends five minutes or five hours on a certain type of
work he has to have a thorough knowledge of that work
in order to be successful in it. Therefore, the following
tables will be treated from the viewpoint of total per-
centage of time spent in certain skills and the number
of people that participate in certain activities within
these skills
.
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to estimate exactly how much time the majority of people
spent in this skill since seven failed to reply to this
question
.
TABLE XII
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES IN TYPEWRITING
BASED ON TOTAL OF 19 PERFORMING ACTIVITY
Type of Activity
Number of People
Participating
Per cent of Total
Number Participating
Dictator’s notes 13 68.4
Rough draft 12 63.2
Composition at typewriter 9 47.4
^Form letters 3 lb.
8
direct to typewriter 3 15.8
-Stencils 3 15.8
Ediphone notes 2 10.5
Payroll 1 5.3
Reports 1 5.3
Manuscripts 1 5.3
Cards 1 5.3
*
,
O4
As might be expected, since 1G of the IT pe eple bypi lg
take dictation, typing from dictator’s notes leads the
type of activities performed in this ' ill with x
centage of G8.4. Tr ili lg by only a few points is rough
draft copy with a percentage of G5.2 or 12 out of 1C people
j in - is jype - _ • Of interest-, too, is
the fact that 9 out of 1C or - percentage of 47.4—nearly
half --compose letters at the typewriter. Very little work
lone with car's, manuscripts, reports, or payrolls.
Many of the e ployees perform more than one type of
activity. For this r4a any total* £ f figures would
be meaningless.
Upon examining the questionnaires it was found that
two persons spent half of their time in typing from rough
draft copy* One person reported that SO per cent of her
typin0 time was used in composing letters at the type-
writer, and three others reported 50 per cent of their
time for this purpose. The person who typed payrolls and
reports spent 80 per cent of his time in thi
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An attempt was made in tills study jo determine jo
what extent tlie training received at tiie .<». Secretarial
School had aldca the students in their em^loymen^ since
leaving the school; and to suggest a revised secretarial
course of study based upo , the f Inf. lnas ox o,h: -n_ v- ^
,
if it seems advisable , to meej the demands tue business
man*
As a result of the reactions of the 34 students
from the x3 ques uionnaares that ‘•-ere Sx.no cut aua
followed up by telephone and personal interviews, the
following conclusions have been made.
(l) It is evident that the majority of tne students
are willing and eager to cooperate with their school in
a follow-up stud}-.
(2/ There was almost complete agreement among these
students that the h Secretarial School had prepared them
adequately ou me .
j
ousiness demands.
(3) The majority of students were employed in secre-
tarial, executive, or specialised positions.
( 4 ) Approximat e 1 y one - s cve nth of t he s t udent s iuu
been mari-lea since leaving uhe A Secretarial oCi.ool.
(5) Aim } one-1 l of t h€ ' de ere at t ling
1 /
<#
O O JL JL •
( 3 ) Approximehcly o-m - ain';h of the students were
not orking because of maintaining homos*
(7; College Placement Bureaus placed the greatest
number of students.
(8)
The X Secretarial School placed less than 10
per cent of its students.
(9) One-third of the students had boon employed
im Lately ift ei _ s tn — . . _ - -— Seere
—
x _ 1 School, a " al s tl s-f < u ls had be
employed within one month or less.
(10) Intervals of more than one month between
finishing work at the X Secretarial School and employment
were due to sickness, vacation, or finishing college*
(11) The majority of the students were employed in
Boston, while t ne next greatest number were employed in
b ... .
(lb) The majority of people had been employed for
a period of five months or more*
(13) The majority of people worked a 10-hour week*
(14) :h ave: alary jj>35 a eek*
(id) Over 90 per cent of the students did ^ome typing*
(10) Over 75 per cent of the students took dictation
and typed.
.ft
-
•
c
.
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(17 ) Only 1 person performed all five activities--
g,
' king dictation, filing, operating office machines,
and bookkeeping—while the juejority of people were called,
upon for two or three of tie skills.
(18) The rate of dictation given in the various of-
fices ranged frou Z ' 140 words a minute*
(IS; fifty por cent of the people took dictation at
the rate of CO words a minute, and 57*5 per cent toon it
at the rate of 100 words a minute r less* Only two peo-
ple or 12*5 per cent were called upon to take dictation
at ISC and 140 words a minute.
(20; The length of the dictation interval ranged from
15 seconds to 1 hour*
(21) Hot quite one -half of the people took dictation
for a period of 10 to 30 minutes*
(22) Almost 30 per cent of the people took dictation
over the telephone, while little over 10 per cent took
it at a desk.
(23) Over CO per cent of the people typed from rough
draft copy.
(24) Nearly half composed letters .t the typewriter.
(25) Very little work was done with cards, manuscripts,
reports, or payrolls.
(26) One person spent 30 per cent of the working day
in typing stencils.
a.
.
.
.
.
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(£7) Only 3 people or 14.3 per co<:b participated In
bookkeeping activities,
(28) Almost 71 per cent of the people filed. The
majority of these also typed and took dictation.
(29) The most popular system of filing fas th alpha-
betic with a percentage of 81. / us in0 this method.
(30) Little over 20 per cent of the people operated
office machines, with calculators and luplicators pre-
loi inating.
(31) Only 3 out of the 34 who returned their
questionnaires were in establishments where others were
performing work that they could perform if they had had
instruction in this line. This work was specialized.
(32) Such items as stenciling, mimeographing, operat-
ing office machines, and checking accounts were among those
that the students believed would have helped them in their
work if they could have received these skills in school.
(33) Only three people reported taking any further
business instruction since leaving the X Secretarial School
and in every case ib was a refresher course in shorthand
and typewriting to gain lost speed.
(34) Practically everyone was more than satisfied
with his training at the X Secretarial School, but a few
gave s ome v e ig he lpful sugge s t Ions
.
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The majority of students were employed, in
secretarial, executive, or specialized positions; there-
fore, it might be well to offer a short course in ofiice
technique. This would prove invaluable in employment.
A c urse of this nature could include such items as office
etiquette, business dress and grooming, personnel tech-
nique
,
a d the proper use of the telephone in business
offices. This type of course would be of use to everyone.
(2) Since the X Secretarial School placed less than
10 per cent of its students, it would be well to set up
a placement service to take care of those students who
received positions through private agencies, newspaper
£ d . enticements
,
random application, on their own, or
through friends. This would also serve as excellent
public relations for the school and provide closer co-
operation with the business man.
(3) The majority of people took dictation at the
rate of 100 words a minute or less, and almost half of
the people took dictation for a period of from 10 to 30
minutes j therefore, it woul ' be well to prepare students
to be able to take dictation at the rate of 110 words a
minute for a lon0 duration of time. If they could take
it at this rate of speed for twenty minutes or mere, the^
would more than likely be able to take it at a faster speed
.
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for a shorter period -of time. They should bo prepared
to take their shorthand notes at a speed of 140 for a few
minutes. One student said that she had nc iiffieulty in
reading her shorthand notes but that she was slow when
it oame bo bypi
.
them* -'or this re us cm i' .,c aid Is ell
to spend a great deal of time in transcription work u de
pressure. After all, in offices people usually are ex-
pected to work under anything but ideal conditions*
(4) Since more than half of the people typed from
rough draft copy and almost half had to compose letters
' the typewriter, it would be well bo spend a major part
f the typewriting time in this work. Since 3 person
spent 30 per cent of the working day in typing stencils
and as this was one of the items mentioned that would have
helped the students if they could have received this work
in school, it would be well to spend some time on this
ivity. Another person thought it might be a good idea
to spend more time on figures in typewriting instead of
so many timed tests. An acquaintanceship course wit’, all
kinds of typewriters would be helpful, even though one
type was preferred for actual work.
{5> Only a small minority participated in bookkeeping
act xvut .‘or this reason it would be pointless to offer
such a course. j-t would bo advantageous, however, to offer
a course in rapid calculation* Such a course would help
4.
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prepare the students Tor any oookkeopin^ work the,, night
have to do and refresh all in mathem u 'cs.
(3; Since almost 73 per cent of the people p for
3ome filing ctivit j-
,
a course in filing- 1 "uo 1 ..0 u al na-
bet ic- -should be givei - • If a person has a cor. pie t c knowl e ’0 :
of alphabetic lie will be able to pick up the other
without much trouble*
(7) One -fifth of the people
Since calculators and dupli
operated office machines*
bed, it wc aid
be ;e to offer .nstruction on at least one calculator
a.. ' one duplicator.
(S) A follow-up
cver„ three years or
of the students
c to ascertain
iic.noi rs Suixi meeting the needs of
as i t has in the past*
should be conducted
whether cr not the
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